[Deep parotidectomy with conservation of pre-neural tissue in the surgery for Warthin tumor].
The perfect acquaintance of the surgical anatomy of the parotid region associated to the rigid execution of the operative times by now standardized for the interventions on the parotid gland, they constitute a solid base of certainty on which found the own surgical choices. In some cases it's possible going away from the established rules to follow the impulses that the personal instinct suggests in the attempt of overcome unusual technical difficulty. The case in examination constitutes the tangible example to this enunciated, in which the technical difficulty of a neoplastic subneural bulk--the comfort on whose benignity arose from a preoperative FNAB (often but not always secure on the real histological nature)--that it could not be enucleated without dissect the trunk of the facial nerve, it imposed the adoption of technical extemporaneous solutions which, since dictate from the necessity of the moment, must not be recommended like rules to follow in all the situations, neither judged as rash surgical choices.